
Dorso reflects Krug’s commitment to achieve the
highest standard of sitting comfort and correct body
posture. Dorso’s seat and back have been designed 
to provide comprehensive support to the body’s 

lumbar and thoracic region. Formed steel frames 
and dual-density injection molded foam have been
brought together to provide the ergonomics required
in today’s work environment. 

TOP LEFT: Leather wrapped fixed arm available with Silver Metallic finish; TOP RIGHT: The synchro tilt mech-
anism, which provides a single lever controlling a range of tilt lock locations, an anti-kickback release, and gas 
lift height adjustment. BOTTOM LEFT: Polished Chrome metal elements; BOTTOM RIGHT: Optional textured 
plastic adjustable arm. 
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DORSO S LINE DORSO S LINE
Dorso’s attractive, contemporary look is carried over to an extensive range of guest
seating: 4-legged, cantilevered, and on casters. Guest seating can also be ganged, to
allow for multi-functional applications. And Dorso also includes the broad N Line
offering, designed for more task-intensive environments. Please consult Dorso N Line
and Dorso Guest Seating brochures for additional information. 
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Presenting one of the world’s most advanced seating concepts: new technology that
allows for exceptional sitting comfort and support in a strikingly modern chair design.
The bold vision of Spanish designer Gabriel Teixidó represents a new direction in
workplace seating – yet provides a level of long-term sitting comfort that has been 
the hallmark of European chair design. 

The metal elements of the S Line are distinctive, and even functional – with the bar 
at the top of the back serving as a handhold for easy movement. Two finish options
are available on these components: Silver Metallic and Polished Chrome. An optional
headrest provides enhanced neck muscle support.

In addition to surpassing North American ANSI/BIFMA standards, Dorso has been 
certified to European DIM seating standards, which are rigorously focused on
ergonomics. Beyond Dorso’s exceptional performance characteristics, there is also 
the focus on upholstery: each chair a unique, hand-crafted creation, allowing for 
the use and combination of a wide range of fabrics and leathers. 

Dorso’s distinctive thin profile is a unique achievement in upholstered seating. A propri-
etary process incorporates dual-density injection molded foam in its interior steel frame.
The result is a chair that provides comprehensive support for the body’s lumbar and
thoracic regions. It conforms to the specific shape of every individual’s back, seat and
legs much more actively than plastic, mesh and other less sophisticated foam systems. 
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TOP LEFT: Textured plastic fixed arm; TOP RIGHT: The Synchro tilt mechanism, which provides a single lever controlling a range
of tilt lock locations, an anti-kickback release, and gas lift height adjustment; BOTTOM LEFT: Seat profile with I-Mark™Synchro
tilt mechanism visible; BOTTOM RIGHT: Optional textured plastic adjustable arm.
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Dorso N Line beautifully complements the broad Dorso S Line designed for the management level. Please consult Dorso S Line
and Dorso Guest brochures for additional information. 

DORSO | N LINEDORSO | N LINE

Dorso’s attractive, contemporary look is carried over to an
extensive range of guest seating: 4-legged, cantilevered,
and on casters. Guest seating can also be ganged, to allow
for multi-functional applications. And Dorso also includes
the broad S Line offering, designed for the management
level. Please consult Dorso S Line and Dorso Guest Seating
brochures for additional information.

Dorso reflects Krug’s commitment to achieve the highest
standard of sitting comfort and correct body posture. Dorso’s
seat and back have been designed to provide comprehensive
support to the body’s lumbar and thoracic region. Formed
steel frames and injection molded foam have been brought
together to provide the ergonomics required in today’s work
environment. 
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Presenting one of the world’s most advanced seating concepts: new technology that allows for exceptional sitting comfort and
support in a strikingly modern chair design. The bold vision of Spanish designer Gabriel Teixidó represents a new direction in
workplace seating – yet provides a level of long-term sitting comfort that has been the hallmark of European chair design. 

Dorso’s distinctive thin profile is a unique achievement in upholstered seating. A proprietary process incorporates dual-density
injection molded foam in its interior steel frame. The result is a chair that provides comprehensive support for the body’s lumbar
and thoracic regions. It conforms to the specific shape of every individual’s back, seat and legs much more actively than plastic,
mesh and other less sophisticated foam systems. 

In addition to surpassing North American ANSI/BIFMA standards, Dorso has been certified to European DIM seating standards,
which are rigorously focused on ergonomics. Beyond Dorso’s exceptional performance characteristics, there is also the focus
on upholstery: each chair a unique, hand-crafted creation, allowing for the use and combination of a wide range of fabrics
and leathers. 


